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189os to the 1920s
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one of the strangest and most extensive archaeological hoaxes in
odthe
of the twentieth century
american history was perpetrated around the turn ofthe
in michigan hundreds of objects known as the michigan relics were made
to appear as the remains of a lost civilization the artifacts were produced
buried discovered and marketed by james 0 scotford and daniel E
soper for three decades these artifacts were secretly planted in earthen
mounds publicly removed and lauded as wonderful discoveries because
the michigan relics allegedly evidence a near eastern presence in ancient
america they have drawn interest from the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints as well as the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter
day saints this article traces the intriguing history of this elaborate affair
and mormonism s encounter with it at the center of this history lies the
investigation of the artifacts by latter day saint intellectual and scientist
james E talmage
the hopewell and adena native american societies are commonly
referred to as the mound builders because they built hundreds of thousands of earthen mounds throughout the greater mississippi river valley
areasj
and in surrounding ariasj
areas 1 these indian mounds have long provoked the
curiosity of european americans 2 exploitation of this curiosity has led
bizarre archaeological hoaxes many a schemer and prankster
to a series of ofbizarre
secretly buried bogus artifacts in the indian mounds and then offered such
items to the public claiming they were removed from a mound 3
the mounds and hillocks of michigans lower peninsula became the
temporary repositories of scores of archaeological forgeries the scotford
artifacts by artifacts 1I mean human made objects were made of clay
copper and slate scotford produced a wide range of items including
tablets caskets amulets coins axheads daggers chisels saws and smoking pipes most of these pieces have inscriptions of one kind or another
whether hieroglyphics a cuneiform stamping of ancient alphabets or
unknown characters almost every piece bears a prominent cuneiform
which various interpreters have called the tribal mark
IH
symbol
the mystic symbol or the forgers signature the tablets are especially
notable they illustrate battles bible stories and calendars divided into
the garden ofeden
ofthe
of
ozeden
of eden the flood the
panels the biblical tablets tell the stories odthe
byustudies
BYU
studies 40 no
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FIG 2 slate tablet crudely depicting stories from genesis the creation

of man the
creation of woman eve partaking the fruit adam and eve being cast out of the garcollecden cain slaying abel and abraham sacrificing isaac the michigan relic colle
tions contain many similar images of old testament scenes
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tower of babel and the life of christ figs 1i 2 3 most common are the
flood tablets which depict in succession scenes of the wicked drowning
the ark floating the dove flying from the ark the animals unloading
and the rainbow token of peace 4 this striking scenery captured the attention of thousands and the ensuing debate over the scotford soper frauds
played a part in the professionalization of archaeology around the turn of
the century 5

the initial discovery
the fraudulent relics

first appeared in october 1890 in montcalm
county in central michigan james 0 scotford exuberantly announced to
the village of wyman that he had found ancient pottery while at his job
digging post holes the excitement of his discovery spread and during
the following spring and summer scotford and several residents of
wyman and nearby edmore spent time digging in dozens oflocal
of local mounds
hoping to find more relics 6 one unfortunate man dug too deep into the
soft sand and died in a collapse 7 others successfully uncovered wonderful
objects though no one found as many as scotford see fig 4 8
M E cornell a seventh day adventist minister from michigan and a
collector of native american artifacts authored and published a booklet
of their discovery many
describing the new findings and the circumstances oftheir
of the items and all of the tablets including a deluge tablet featured
inscriptions and were composed of sunbaked clay 9 cornell wrote
scores of the citizens of wyman and edmore are familiar with all the circum stances of the discovery and have been eyewitnesses
eye witnesses of the excavating
cumstances
and taking out of the relics and to them the evidence of genuineness is so
clear that doubts are never entertained for a moment
three caskets have
been found pierced by roots of the trees growing on the mounds over them
we found one with the cover broken in by the root of a tree and the casket
was filled with sand the root was coiled up inside the box 10

courtesy museum of church history and art

FIG 3 engraved slate with two scenes from the life of christ the star over bethlehem and
the three crosses on a hill new testament images are rare in the michigan relic collection

reli
rell
reil

such images piqued the curiosity of members of several christian religions
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unearthed in the early 18905 these artifacts were among
the first unburied these relics were made from clay while later finds were often
slate or copper francis kelsey observed that these poorly fired artifacts could not have
remained intact in the wet michigan ground for long
FIG 4 early scotford forgeries

the

circumstances of discovery truly were impressive cornell repeated
such accounts to promote the finds as genuine artifacts
actually some of the locals did entertain doubts A group of people
from the county who formed a syndicate to financially exploit the situation
archeologists
archeologists when the archaeologists
decided to check first with michigan archaeologists
determined that the artifacts were forgeries the syndicate disbanded all of
these events occurred within a year of the initial discovery 12
in early 1892 at the same time cornell published his glowing report
francis W kelsey a professor of latin at the university of michigan with
morris jastrow jr a colleague from the university of pennsylvania dealt a
serious blow to the hoax kelsey and jastrow considered the inscriptions
fig 5 a linguistic disaster several ancient scripts had been jumbled
together they claimed resulting in a horrible mixture furthermore the
inscriber used too few characters at too high a frequency for his work to
represent authentic language 13 the two concluded that the alleged artifacts had been produced by someone with no linguistic knowledge 14
although kelsey was a linguist the fakes were so crude that no archaeological expertise was needed to spot serious flaws in the artifacts he found
that one tablet was molded in a frame of machine sawed boards as may
be seen from the edges which were not rubbed down enough to remove
the impressions of the splinters 15 in a letter to a new york newspaper he
wrote that the clay contained a large amount of drift sand and that the
the nearness of
objects would dissolve immediately in water in view of
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the objects to the surface and the amount of the yearly rainfall in this
region it is clear that the objects could not have been in the ground more
fore
foreshadower
than one year kelsey foreshadowed
shadowed mormon interest when he wondered
if some prophet will arise in due time and interpret the supposed mystic
symbols into a new creed 16
in 1893 james 0 scotford submitted a stone casket to be exhibited at the
arche ology
archeology
worlds fair in chicago walter C wyman head of the fairs archaeology
department rejected the casket as a fraud in spite ofscotfords bitter protest 17

the hoax perpetuated
five years later 1898 in ann arbor michigan francis kelsey encoun
ofmaterial this second batch was billed
cered
odthe
tered a new batch ofthe
of the same type of material
as the finest collection of prehistoric relics ever exhibited in the united
states 18 A certificate of authenticity accompanying these items claimed
mecosta county which adjoins montcalm
they were discovered in decosta
county the site of the initial discoveries the certificate bore the signatures of four witnesses to their discovery one was william H scotford
apparently an alias used by james 0 scotford 19
this same year john campbell professor at the presbyterian college
in montreal canada defended the michigan relics in the transactions of
the royal society ofcanada
of canada 20 campbell compared their characters with an
illustration of alleged inscriptions from a stone discovered on monhegan
Mon hegan

courtesy museum of church history and art

FIG
FG 5 slate artifact displaying the type of script scotford created francis W
kelsey a latin professor at the university of michigan judged such unsophis-

proof that the michigan relics were not authentic
ticated writing to be proofthat
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island off the coast of maine in 1856
the year scotford was born 22
185621
campbell claimed to have translated some of the inscriptions from both
Monhegan stone and the michigan relics in his estimation the michigan
the monhegan
relics were the charms of a tribe of wandering japanese buddhist monks
when a third batch of artifacts began appearing around detroit in the
opening years of the new century francis kelsey commented publicly
again noticing in the three successive phases a gradual improvement in
21 these most recent items were being found and sold by
manufacture 23
scotford who was now living in detroit 24
like francis kelsey walter wyman also followed the unfolding saga of
the frauds after hearing that the hoax was growing and taking in more
people wyman decided to pay scotford a visit according to a new york
times reporter
scotford was at work in his shed and so the archaeologist came upon him
unexpectedly surrounded by curious objects in various states of manufacture

he

he was not at all embarrassed mr wyman

said the other day and
100
tried to sell me for loo
100 a stone casket bearing hieroglyphics 1I didnt like to
llo
lio
say I1 knew he was a faker and gave various excuses but before I1 left the place
he offered me the casket at the bargain rate of
25 25
of25

soper and savage join scotford
soper and james savage entered the scene 26 both
became extensively involved with the scotford relics soper had collected
michigan
michl
garss secgenuine mound artifacts for years he had once served as Michi
retary of state but had been forced to resign for corrupt behavior 27 soper
moved to arizona to put this scandal behind him while living there he
privately planted some of his genuine native american artifacts then in
the presence of some local archaeologists soper pretended to discover
them the intended dupes caught and exposed the fraud recognizing that
the artifacts did not originate in the southwest 28 not long afterward he
returned to michigan
after years of collecting mound artifacts soper now became involved
in their production As the main promoter and distributor of the material
he served as front man for scotford who remained the creator planter and
21 soper trumpeted the relics as the most wonderful discovdigger fig 6 29
ery ever made in this country 3030 although he often claimed that he never
sold the material documents exist wherein he offers the items for sale
through the mail under such letterheads as happy hollow gold mining
co immense dividends assured millions in sight no mining scheme no
long wait quick action guaranteed no debts no danger of loss 31
james savage dean of the western detroit diocese and pastor of the
most holy trinity catholic church joined the scotford enterprise shortly
in
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after soper savage who had collected native american artifacts
for almost three decades 32 came
to fervently believe that the
michigan relics were genuine in
1907 he purchased a large collection from scotford 33 savage read
the T in IHP
IH as a mutated 5
rendering the christian symbol
IHS the initials for in hoc
3
signo 34
at first he believed that
norseman
Nor semen crepre columbian norsemen
ated the artifacts later with
soper he asserted they were made
by the lost ten tribes who were
then killed by the indians finally
he thought they were produced
by a colony of ancient jews 35 savage became a partner with soper
god
scotford
fod left and daniel E
in excavating and invested the rest FIG 6 james 0 Scot
soper ca 1911 the diggers stand with
kith artiof his life in the discoveries
facts disinterred from this earthen mound
it was also in 1907 that the in michigan
imposture received broad exposure in the detroit news calling
them the most colossal hoax of a century 36 the news attacked the artifacts
in a series of articles one article pointed out that the artifacts were only
discovered in the presence of scotford soper or their associates another
article complained that the thin green coating on the copper pieces could
be wiped off with a finger as opposed to the tough encrusted surfaces of
Scot fords sons
genuine copper artifacts also it was reported that one of scotfords
works in metals and is something of a chemist 37 the detroit news did
not quash the scotford soper enterprise but did slow it down for a couple
of years in 1909 things picked up again 3 8 by the end of 1911 scotford
soper and savage had opened over five hundred mounds together 39
another person who soon became interested in the michigan relics
was rudolph etzenhouser fig 7 a traveling elder of the reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints with scotford soper and savage
etzenhouser had unearthed some of these artifacts himself 40 he sincerely
ofmormon in 1910
odthe
viewed them as evidence for the historicity ofthe
of the book of mormon
iglo
he published a collection of photographs of the material see figs 8 9 41
ironically etzenhouser did not understand the full meaning of his own
words when in the introduction to his brochure he wrote to mr daniel E
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FIG 7 six men digging up a mound in michigan ca 1911 from left to right rudolph
etzenhouser rowland B orr james savage daniel E soper john A russell and

clarkston W james

soper
belongs the credit of having been for several years the moving
spirit in the investigation of these prehistoric relics of michigan 422
james E Tal
balmages
talmages
mages investigation
james E talmage directed the deseret museum in salt lake city which
had been closed
dosed to the public since july 1903 and would move to a new building in july 1910 4 3 in may 1909 talmage traveled east as part of his efforts to
reopen the museum he visited a number of museums and attended the
american association of museums conference in philadelphia 44
talmage knew little or nothing about the michigan relics until
william C mills state archaeologist of ohio and an associate in the american association of museums conversed with talmage concerning the subject their interchange prompted talmage to visit mills at the university of
ohio where mills showed him a tablet unearthed by the scotford soper
group mills believed that this tablet and all of the soper materials were
genuine fascinated by the tablet talmage soon opened correspondence
with both soper and savage 45 soper sent him blueprints of some artifacts
which talmage found inspiring 46 on september 8 1909 he wrote to
1I
soper 1
have been impressed with the seeming parallelism between the

I
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facts brought to light by your discoveries and the historical story
co
given in the book of mormon 47
A month later on october 12
1909
121909

he wrote to soper again reiterating
that he was very deeply interested
in the artifacts 448
the next day talmage met with
E smith
the first presidency joseph R
jon R winder and anthon H
lund and a special committee
which had been called at his insistence to consider the issue the
committee included apostles john

henry smith orson FE whitney
anthony W ivins heber J grant
and later joseph fielding smith
book of mormon scholar B H
roberts also sat on this committee

clay box topped by a sphinxlike
creature approx 10 x 12 x 2 note the
IH carved into the front on the left
this item was unearthed near edmore
montcalm county michigan in june
from rudolph etzenhouser
1899
FIG
FW 8

engravings ofprehistoric
of prehistoric specimens

35

in his journal talmage recorded the consensus of opinion was that the
alleged discoveries should be investigated if genuine they are certainly of
importance to book of mormon students but their genuineness is by no
means assured 7 49 on november 9 he met with the first presidency again
As a result of their deliberations he left for detroit the next day
solely
in the interest of this investigation 5050 talmage conducted the investigation under the auspices odthe
ofthe
of the deseret museum 51 he intended to procure
the michigan artifacts for the museum he may have considered using the
alleged relics as a special exhibit for the reopening
upon his arrival in detroit talmage met with soper and savage to
examine their collections and discuss the artifacts with them he wrote
1I
1 find that both mr soper and father savage know of the seeming parallelism between the pictography
pictographs they have unearthed and the book of mormon record they discussed the matter quite freely rudolph etzenhouser
had likely talked with them about the book of mormon by this time and
shared with them his writings on book of mormon archaeology in the
course of their discussion soper and talmage arranged to excavate some
mounds together the following day that night talmage wrote in his journal prof kelsey has written to me reiterating the charge of fraud on the
other hand prof WM
wili C mills of the university of ohio is equally insistent
that the finds are surely genuine
the discoveries are certainly surprising and 1I await opportunity of fuller examination 5 2
the next day talmage went digging with soper james scotford accompanied them and acted as the spade man the dig was a success the trio

I
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opened two mounds and unearthed
three objects the copper head of a
battle ax a small perforated slate
tablet or pendant and a knife blade
they planned to meet for further
excavations the next day but were
rained out inclement weather precluded digging the following day as
well so talmage visited both soper
and savage to examine their collections further finally on the fourth
day they resumed their work under
clear skies talmage soper and scotford returned to the area of their
previous venture and opened a dozen
mounds over the course of the day
again they struck it rich with his
own hands talmage removed from
FIG 9 slate tablet eig
elg bys
by 558 this arti
016
the excavations two slate tablets
fact wass unearthed near detroit on may 14
and another knife blade 53 one slate
1908 fro
from rudolph etzenhouser engravexhibited the flood story on one
ings ofprehistoric
of prehistoric specimens 20
side and on the other a baffle
battie between
battle
indians and a civilized group 54
talmage realized the implications these objects held concerning book
of mormon historicity he saw in the slates the story of a white civilized
people with biblical knowledge and an ancient near eastern language who
15
fought with and were eventually exterminated by the indians 55
talmage
noted that if authentic the michigan relics would furnish strong exter
nal evidence of the main facts set forth in the book of mormon narrative
and that their discovery must be considered as marking one of the most
important developments in american archaeology 556
leaving detroit talmage traveled further east to submit his newfound
specimens to the scrutiny of archaeological experts on the atlantic
seaboard first in new york city he met with harlan 1I smith curator of
the ethnology department at the american museum of natural history
smith told talmage they just dont look like anything heretofore found
after a homesick thanksgiving talmage traveled down to washington DC
he recorded that a mr holmes chief of the bureau of american ethnology told him the objects are plainly non indian and are therefore not
genuine archaeological specimens from the region for talmage who
believed in the book of mormon it was easy to see that both of these men
were begging the question whether these strange new relics evidenced
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he

felt that he had
not received any definite and specific reasons for rejecting the items he
showed them
thern 57
unsatisfied talmage traveled to columbus ohio to visit his friend
william C mills he wrote
a hitherto unknown people was precisely the issue

submitted for his inspection all the articles taken by me from the mounds
near detroit prof mills has been emphatic in his belief that the relics are
genuine and that they represent an ancient people once inhabiting the
michigan region 1I pointed out to him some inconsistencies in the record of
the finds and he agrees with me that further critical examination is required
we were together until a late hour 58
I1

pressing on with the investigation talmage returned to detroit he
conscripted a pair of latter day saint missionaries and returned to the site
run in with
of his former diggings talmage disguised himself in case of a runin
soper savage or scotford after two long days talmage and his helpers
had thoroughly excavated twenty two mounds but lacking the oversight
of soper and scotford they were unable to locate anything talmage noted
in his journal negative evidence is certainly valuable but it is less inspiriting than a positive find he traveled to visit mills once more and then
returned home to salt lake city arriving on december 10
lo 59
io
the next day a saturday talmage made a preliminary and partial
report to the first presidency and arranged to meet with them again after
the sabbath on monday he gave a full report of his month long investigation the presidency was greatly interested and decided to hold a
meeting on the subject attended by the first presidency the presiding
bishopric henry peterson george H brimhall joseph B keeler joseph
fielding smith and the special committee the meeting was described by
talmage as follows diverse views were expressed as to possible genuineness of the finds conference lasted over two hours 1I was accorded a vote of
thanks for work done and was instructed to continue my investigations 60
now that he was home in utah talmage could take a closer look at the
items he had exhumed in michigan applying his scientific competence as
a geologist and chemist he commenced a rigorous physical examination of
the material fig 10
lo following one set of experiments he apparently
odthe
the tablets
wrote to soper regarding the evidence offraud
of fraud found on one ofthe
offrand
of
in a reply letter soper demanded that talmage return the item talmage
exhibit
responded iff these relics are found to be genuine we shall
them as such and if they prove to be spurious we shall be equally desirous
of exhibiting them as examples of forgery and fraud 7 61 soper infuriated
lashed out at talmage telling him that he had outraged my feelings as they
never have been before soper further stated this transaction is the most

if

1
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FIG 10
odthe
of the deseret museum in salt lake
io james E talmage at work in the laboratory ofthe
Tal mages meticulous analysis led him to conclude that the michigan
balmages
city ca 1911 talmages
relics were frauds from james E talmage the deseret museum deseret museum
lleti new ser no i august 1911 299
Bu
bulletin
bulleti
belleti

cold blooded barefaced contemptible deception that the writer ever ran
up against 62 soper threatened to sue talmage and have him arrested 63
Tal
balmages
talmages
mages investigation was not entirely turned over to lab work he
made three more trips to the east in the summer of 1910
iglo during his trip to
the annual american association of museums conference talmage visited
independence missouri there he had a long talk with some leaders of
the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints including
frederick M smith first counselor in the presidency the RLDS elders did
not agree on the proper course to pursue in the matter and did not
wholeheartedly approve of rudolph etzenhouser s brochure 6 4
in the fall talmage went east again he excavated seven mounds near
grand rapids michigan and spoke with local archaeologists on the second leg of this trip he visited detroit where he met with etzenhouser and
savage shortly after arriving home he reported to the first presidency
and the presiding bishopric A month later he met again with the first
presidency regarding museum affairs and michigan relics 7 65 on february 881911
1911 talmage submitted a report to the first presidency which stated
the matter of the michigan relics is still one of doubt and perplexity in
my mind the evidence of forgery is very strong but the absolute proof of
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forgery the identification of the forger and the location of the factory are
yet incomplete 66
in june 1911 talmage was back in detroit after some sleuthing he
Scot fords stepdaughter after speaking with
contacted etta riley james scotfords
her talmage confided to his journal
step father james
she solemnly declared to me that she positively knows her stepfather
scotford has made buried and dug up many odthe
of the articles reported to be genuofthe
arche
ine archaeological
archeological
ological relics she gave circumstantial details and agreed to sign a
written statement with the proviso that such statement shall not be made public without her consent during the lifetime of her mother mrs jas scotford

riley also informed talmage that scotford made the objects at his home
so in addition to considerable scientific evidence talmage now had the
odthe
forger and the factory the next day etta riley signed a statement ofthe
of the facts
in the presence of talmage and her friend as witnesses talmage kept his
promise he never made her statement public the riley statement appears
here for the first time fig 11
ii
the michigan relics received their greatest amount of scholarly attention during the time that talmage worked on them in 1909 soper had
shifted his project into high gear to arouse interest etzenhouser mailed
his brochure of photographs to archaeologists and curators from coast to
coast 67 although the brochure was mostly received with skepticism it
aroused interest in 1911 the american antiquarian and oriental journal
noted that the alleged antiquities were provoking widespread discussion
archeologists and curators of the country this issue of the
among the archaeologists
nations oldest archaeological journal included another denunciation of
keisey s critique was counthe soper artifacts by early critic francis kelsey kelsey
of benton
tered by J 0 kinnaman an archaeologist latin professor dean ofbenton
harbor college and editor of american antiquarian kinnaman stated
that long before the first date mentioned by prof kelsey he had examfinds A montcalm man by the
ined personally many of the same kind offends
of
offinds
name of franklin owned these michigan relics in particular kinnaman
recalled viewing a flood tablet 68 defenses such as kinnaman s kept the
controversy in the spotlight the journal called michigan the storm cen
Arche ology 0 69
archeology
american archaeology
ter of ofamerican
it was during this period 1911 that father james savage defended the
artifacts in the records of the american catholic historical society among
other arguments savage discussed his copper artifacts in light of contemporary archaeological evidence of copper mining in the area around lake
michigan 70 but the main reason he accepted the finds was his personal
experiences in digging he described one mound upon which was a live
tree and an old stump from this mound he had personally removed a copper tablet that was underneath the stump with one of the live tree s roots
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laid across it 71 savage concluded his article by remarking that critics do
not seem to appreciate the credit of herculean energy versatility and
of these finds as thousands ofthern
genius they attribute to the maker ofthese
of them have
michigan thus far heard from and no
been found in the sixteen counties of ofmichigan
two of these specimens are alike 72
in a general study of hoaxes curtis D macdougall found that many
frauds have required an enormous amount of ingenuity and energy 773
making a lucrative investment would require just such careful deceptive
techniques of burial and moreover although the geography of the finds
was large it corresponded with the known digging enterprises of soper
and scotford 7 4 this duo uncovered the mysterious relics everywhere they
went the extent of the hoax is impressive but is less astounding considerScot fords former occupation as a
ing soper s other financial schemes and scotfords
magician and hypnotist 7 5
As talmage quietly arranged his evidence soper forged ahead he
intended to make 1911 the greatest year yet to the local newspapers he
announced A party of canadian and american experts is coming to
then they can investigate whether I1 am right ill
detroit this spring
show prof kelsey he told the papers ill show them all 776 william C
of educamills had been orchestrating this gathering 77 Ont
arios minister ofeduca
ontarios
tion sent his secretary clarkson W james who brought dr rowland B
orr curator of the provincial museum at the university of toronto the
party also included professor J 0 kinnaman and rudolph etzenhouser
on june 9 the party found four objects again the experience of
unearthing artifacts overpowered skepticism all believed the finds were
genuine and signed an affidavit to that effect 78
A month later on july 11 1911 the deseret museum reopened
Tal
balmages
mages scotford soper
without a grand exhibit of michigan artifacts talmages
71 five days
material was instead shown as an archaeological frauds display 79
later kinnaman announced an epistemic rupture in the field of archaeology he averred the michigan artifacts evidenced a caucasian race with
civilization developed to a point that was equal to any ever developed in the
valleys of the nile and the tigro euphrates if deciphered he stated

not

only the history of the american continent will be revolutionized and
rewritten but the entire ancient history of the world will have to be revised
odthe
of the caucasian race in genand as a result our knowledge of civilization and ofthe
eral will extend thousands of years back of the wildest dream of the most
enthusiastic archaeologist now working in oriental fields

kinnaman denounced all critics as blind dogmatists 800 his news quickly spread
throughout america and to europe exciting both archaeologists and laymen
breaking in the chicago examiner the news of
Kinn amans archaeologiofkinnamans
kinnamans
cal revolution prompted university of chicago professor frederick starr to
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investigate starr was dean ofthe
odthe
Arche ology and
of the department of ofamerican
archaeology
american archeology
anthropology and enjoyed an international reputation as one of the foremost american archaeologists in late july he led a team of chicago
archaeologists to detroit they inspected james savage s collection and
excavated with the famous trio the party opened two mounds and discovered five artifacts including a slate tablet all five bore the IHP
IH
inscription like talmage and others starr removed artifacts from the
mounds with his own hands
after returning home starr stated publicly 11I have serious doubts
regarding the authenticity of these objects he remarked that the tablet he
had disinterred looked too fresh some of the other items looked so clean
he suspected that they had never been in the ground he suspected that
scotford had been placing them in the digs by sleight of hand the moment
before removing them as a find later scotford did admit to skill in
sleight of hand starr also expressed grave doubts about the authenticity
of the inscriptions on the tablets citing the work of henry gillman starr
questioned the antiquity of the finds gillman had excavated in michigan
for decades without finding anything of the scotford soper variety starr
found it suspicious that only scotford and his cohorts could find the artifacts the respected archaeologist warned against purchasing the artifacts
because starr was held in such esteem many had eagerly awaited his
evaluation his well publicized doubts settled the question for most still
he was unwilling to deliver a decisive verdict and he also considered further investigation this left the door open for many others soper responded
to starrs criticism with the big lie the discovery is so stupendous he
said that it is hard for a man to grasp it and give it credence 81
kinnaman soon met with starr to compare notes afterward he realized he had been taken in in a press release kinnaman confessed that the
earliest he had seen objects of the scotford type was a little earlier than
august 1891 the end of the first big summer of finds yes 1I was badly
fooled kinnaman admitted and for that matter he added so were the
and dr james E talmage of
gentlemen with me
ofdeseret
deseret museum salt
lake city 82 unbeknownst to kinnaman talmage was within days of
releasing the results of his comprehensive analysis
unaware of kinnaman s reversal the deseret evening news enthusias
enthusiast
mically
tically covered his initial glowing report the paper wondered whether the
michigan relics provided a confirmation of the history of the jaredites
Jared ites as
given in the book ofether
odether
of ether james E talmage must have rushed to the news
office to extinguish the excitement because the next day the deseret evening
news announced that starr and talmage disagreed with kinnaman and
that the paper would publish talmage s position 83 it appeared the following day after considerable scientific experiment and some detective work

I
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talmage came forward with the results of his careful and thorough investigation 84 A refinement of his argument was published that september in
the deseret museum s bulletin 65 talmage concluded As a result of my
investigation 1I am thoroughly convinced that the alleged relics are forgeries and that they are made and buried to be dug up on demand 86 he laid
out eight specific reasons for his assessment which are excerpted below 87
according to the evidence I1 have been able to gather practically all
discoveries of the michigan relics thus far announced have been made by
james 0 scotford of detroit or by his son in law scoby or by parties who
like myself have been operating for the time being under guidance of the
men named
2 the conditions of burial seem to preclude a possibility of ancient
interment the objects are generally found within a foot or two feet of the
surface and I1 have heard of no credible instance of any one of these objects
having been exposed through nature s weathering attested by parties other
than those well known to be skilled in making these finds nevertheless did
these objects exist by the hundreds in these little mounds within a short distance of the surface it is beyond human belief that they should never be
uncovered except by pre arranged digging
3 most of the objects are so fresh as to be practically new some of the
slate tablets I1 have seen and handled suggest the thought that they may have
just left the maker s hands fig 12 the lines made by the graving tools when
examined microscopically show fresh fractures practically indistinguishable
from others made in the course of ofexperiment
experiment at the time odthe
of the examination 88
ofthe
have evidently been corroded by rapid ch
chemii
4 the copper pieces
cal treatment and not by the slow processes of time the green layer on every
piece I1 have seen is thin and non-adherent
nonadherent easily wearing off even with caremoreover the surface
ful handling leaving a surface clean and smooth
of the copper pieces generally shows the outlines of crystal aggregates due to
the formation of copper compounds in the process of chemical corrosion 89
of which these articles are fashioned is ordinary commer
5 the copper ofwhich
cial copper smelted
smelter from sulphur bearing and arsenical ores it is not native
copper such as the copper objects taken from genuinely ancient mounds in
this country are known to be this conclusion as to the character of the metal
is based on chemical analyses made in my own laboratory and elsewhere and
on conductivity determinations made at the smithsonian institution
90
washington fig 131
13
6 the way in which the pieces of slate and copper have been fashioned indicates their modern origin talmage noticed plainly visible saw
marks on one ofhis
ochis
of his artifacts and under the microscope he found file marks
on another
rd offhand
off hand slovenly sketching unlike
aapha
haphazard
7 the articles exhibit hapha
the careful work of ancient artists 91
8 the characters are a jumble thrown together without regard to origin 92
1

chi

while talmage declined to name the forger he did express his feeling that
savage and etzenhouser were innocent victims 93
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james E talmage had finally provided a thorough and careful scienodthe
of the michigan relics the detroit newspapers seized upon
tific evaluation ofthe
oan
tannages
balmages
Tan
talmages
nages expose of the scotford soper frauds Tal
mages conclusive work
balmages
oah
talmages
Tal
taimages
was also acknowledged by the new york times 9 he played a large role in
debunking what modern archaeologist stephen williams calls one of the
largest running scams in prehistory 95
Tal
balmages
talmages
mages report incensed soper and savage calling it a flow of
twaddle savage the hoaxs
hoaas perpetual unwitting supporter took issue
Tal
balmages
with its conclusions in the detroit free press 996 in response to talmages
mages
first point regarding scotford s ability to find the stuff savage claimed that
others had also discovered these michigan relics A few discoveries did
occur independent of scotford and his associates but took place in areas
they had promoted for example around detroit and within the immediate vicinity of the village of wyman where a few people stumbled across
material while digging a cellar or plowing 97
in response to talmage s second point about the conditions of burial
savage stressed the number of objects and their detail as well as the amount
gake in particular he wrote about an
effort it would take to plant them iffake
if fake
ofeffort
of
undisturbed layer of black stria through which he had dug on a few occa
sions and under which he found artifacts of the scotford soper type sav
age apparently never considered the
possibility of any kind of interment
other than vertical shaft deposit
however other methods of burying
bogus artifacts such as slant
planting have been documented 98
this technique would also account
for the scotford artifacts found
under tree stumps
balmages
talmages
mages
attempting to counter Tal
third point regarding the fresh
appearance of the artifacts savage
referred to authentic relics he had
discovered that looked fresh when
he unearthed them but talmage s
investigation went beyond natural
appearance to microscopic examination savage made no counter
attack on Tal
balmages
talmages
mages fourth point
regarding rapid chemical corrosion
in response to talmage s fifth
courtesy museum of church history and art
point concerning metallurgical comFIG 12 slate depicting a fanciful dragon
FG
position savage held that experts
15

1 leilel1
P

elwi
eiel
A161
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had examined the artifacts and
determined they were made of
native copper but savage s undocumented newspaper assertion lacked
tannage
the credibility of talmage
taimage s museum
bulletin which named the experts
who tested his samples As far as
savages claim can be taken seriously three explanations may FIG
FG 13 michigan relic battle ax james E
pre industrial talmage uncovered this copper ax from
account for items of preindustrial
palmer park near detroit
a
mound
in
his
because
article
copper first
in
on november 15
1909 while in the com151909
savage confused the items of the
pany of scotford and savage talmage
scotford soper type and genuine took this item to salt lake city and
items he had exhumed before his punched disks from it and sent them to
association with scotford the native the smithsonian and other institutes to
test the metals composition he discovcopper objects may simply be authen- ered that the ax was made from factory
tic artifacts collected by savage pre
smelted
smelter copper courtesy museum of
church history and art
vious to his association with scotford
second the items of preindustrial
pre industrial
copper may be genuine artifacts exhumed from the native american
mounds within which scotford planted fakes third as with other objects
they may be once authentic pieces that have been fraudulently reshaped
and anachronized 99
finally savage dismissed talmage s observation that saw marks were
visible on one particular object point six he justified his dismissal on the
grounds that excavatory
excava
excavators
tors had unearthed saws chisels and axes and if they
deduc
had found these they would probably still find other methods of reduc
ing this he figured provided an internally consistent explanation for the
saw and file marks found on this and other objects 100 but savage s rejoinder falls short because as talmage had noted the saw that left marks on his
artifact was modern and almost surely
machine made 101 by the
way wrote talmage
this piece which of all the pieces examined by me is the most flagrant
instance of modern workmanship has been the subject of a somewhat animated correspondence its return has been demanded As the piece was
unearthed by a digger in my employ whose services were engaged and paid
for by me 1I cannot understand any claim of ownership superior to my own
except possibly that of the man who made and buried the object 102

savage did not respond to talmage s seventh and eighth points his fierce
rebuttal failed to vindicate the scotford soper material
while mound relics drew general interest in america the scotford soper
material evoked a particular fascination according to francis kelsey this
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was due to the biblical and religious illustrations on the slates 103 the keen
interest that savage etzenhouser and talmage all church men had in
the material affirms kelsey
keisey s assertion 104 of course the implications for
book of mormon historicity fueled the attention of etzenhouser and talmage besides implying that ancient hebrews had been in america the
ofmormon 1105
relics incorporated other elements that paralleled the book of mormon
furthermore in march 1911 the detroit journal claimed it had uncovered
evidence that soper was behind a scheme to market the artifacts in utah 106
in light of this evidence that scotford exploited religious interests
Tal
balmages
talmages
mages conclusion that the material was made and buried to be dug up
on demand deserves a closer look were some artifacts produced with
talmage or etzenhouser in mind for example the babel scene from talmage s flood tablet depicted a group of people praying or paying homage
to a bird with several tongues protruding from its beak 107 some interpreted the bird as a representation of gods confusion of tongues as
recorded in the bible talmage thinking that the actions of the people in
the scene were not easily explained by the record in genesis wondered if
this part ofthe
odthe
odthe
of the scene had been intended as a representation ofthe
of the petition
presented by jared and his followers asking the lord not to confound their
tongues ether 333 37 108
similarly following the initial excavations talmage recorded that in
one mound we found a tablet of dark gray slate with inscriptions on both
I1 was somewhat suspicious when scotford pointing to the inscribed
sides
circle with rays said this is like what was found on one of the plates from
101 talmage apparently suspected
mormon hill at cumorah new york log109
that this artifact had been manufactured specifically for him on another
occasion scotford had mimicked the ten commandments tablets fig 14
and perhaps he sought to replicate the golden plates as well 110 however
the anthon transcript characters from the book of mormon plates had by
ili
iii and nothing resembling a circle with rays can
this time been published 111
be found among them 112 what then did scotford have in mind when
he made this suspicious remark about the inscribed circle with rays and
rahs plates
Cumo
cumorahs
inscribed circles with rays are prominent on the kinderhook plates 113
which have from time to time been mistaken for the book of mormon
plates 114 the kinderhook plates were an archaeological hoax perpetrated
cormons
ofphotographs
in illinois in 1843 to trick local mormons
Mormons 115 A comparison of photographs
reveals that the talmage tablet compares with the kinderhook plates in
size shape and appearance 116 scotford may have made a loose replica of a
kinderhook plate hoping to sway talmage or etzenhouser with religious
17 by the turn of the century descriptions of the kinderhook
enthusiasm 117
18
plates had been widely published some by rudolph etzenhouser himself 118
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copper plate this michigan relic is shaped to suggest the
traditional concept of the ten commandments note the dots
FIG 14

down the center and right edge numbering the ten text panels
do
of prehistoric specimens 8
from rudolph etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoric

balmages
talmages
mages expose mary robson a neighbor of scot
in the wake of Tal
fords sons informed a news reporter that the young men had told her they
helped their father make and bury the artifacts and that they grew plants
Scot fords sons protested
on the sites to make them appear undisturbed 119 scotfords
the charges explaining that they had just been playing tricks on the elderly
woman 120 but none of this exposure stopped scotford soper or savage
they kept right on digging hoping to revive their cause
such a revival would prove difficult owing to the publicity that tal
mages investigation had received in 1914 savage wrote to soper of his
efforts to interest the secretary of the archaeological society of ofamerica
america
1I
keisey & talmage he the secsaw the foot prints of the cloven foot of kelsey
retary mentioned both their names 121 in another letter to soper savage
lamented that kelsey & talmage still keep up their devilish work 122 both
soper and savage remained involved with the cause until their deaths in
the 1920s 123 they died leaving large collections of the bogus material savage donated his collection to the university of notre dame and soper s
collection was inherited by his son ellis clarke soper 124
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professional archaeologists have not taken the michigan relics seribalmages
talmages
ously since the events of 1911 based on Tal
mages investigation even rogue
archaeologist barry fell and his epigraphic society have rejected them 125
tannages
Tan
balmages
nages major
talmages
Tal
modern historians and archaeologists recognize james E oan
taimages
role in exposing the hoax 126 in a small but significant way he contributed
odthe
the field of archaeology that took place around
of
to the professionalization ofthe
odthe
the century
the turn ofthe
of

the scotford soper frauds since talmage
odthe
ofthe
of the michigan relics historian john cumming writes
arche ological explorations under
archaeological
in the passage of years in which countless archeological
controlled scientific conditions have taken place not a single tablet or artifact of this type has been discovered with all of the building and highway
construction nothing of the kind has been found the discoveries ceased
when soper stopped digging 127

of course

public and scholarly interest waned long before the digging
stopped today there are relatively few who know of the scotford soper
frauds still they remain a curiosity among some historians religious
groups and amateur archaeologists
forty years after the digging stopped the michigan relics captured the
attention of milton R hunter the president of the new world archaeological foundation hunter who was also a general authority in the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints researched and wrote about
mormon historicity 128 in 1960
archaeological evidence regarding book of ofmormon
he received a letter from two latter day saint missionaries who discovered
notre dame
the savage collection while proselytizing at the university of
ofnotre
in 1962 he visited notre dame to view them he showed so much interest
that notre dame gave him the collection in the course of this transaction
hunter learned of ellis clarke soper who still had his fathers collection
of items hunter responded so
he contacted ellis who lent him a number ofitems
favorably that ellis decided to give him the entire collection so by 1963
21
Scot fords productions 129
ofscotfords
hunter had acquired the bulk of
scotfords
Tal
though aware of
oftalmages
tai mages published study 130 hunter hoped that the
balmages
talmages
michigan relics would prove authentic in a letter to ellis soper hunter
feel that the artifacts are all genuine I1 intend to devote much
wrote 1 I
of my future years in finding proof to demonstrate that they are 1I want to
vindicate your father and father savage in this whole matter in the same
letter he expressed his disappointment that the general authorities or
head officials of the church except myself seem to have very little interest
in the collection he had tried for years to get president david 0 mckay
appointments with him
to look at the material and had made a number of ofappointments
131
of which materialized B
none ofwhich
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hunters primary objective was to decipher the inscriptions on the relics
searching for a translator he sent photographs of the michigan relics to
over fifty institutions including universities museums governments
militaries and private research institutes most replied that i the characters were a mixture of asian scripts 2 the language was unknown to
them or 3 the inscriptions were fraudulent in this third category hunter
received responses from new testament scholar william FE albright the

egyptian antiquities department of the british museum the oriental
institute at the university of chicago the department of mediterranean
studies at brandeis and diffusionist
dinusionist cyrus H gordon among others 132
ochis
odthe
of the first ofhis
of his projected two volume work
hunter completed a draft ofthe
on the michigan relics discarding contemporary archaeology he recycled
the classic sources behind the old mound builder myth then after rejecting the staple theories that the mound builders were the lost ten tribes or
refugees from babel he suggested that the mound builders were nephites
Nep hites
Nep hites described in
hunter perceived the following parallels between the nephites
the book of mormon and the michigan mound builders depicted on the
scotford soper tablets white skin civilization written language use of
stone as a medium for writing hebrew religion egyptian influenced culture mining domesticated animals horse drawn chariots highways a
monetary system and expert weaving technology 133
before passing away hunter deeded his collection to the church 134
some of his research was included posthumously in a 1977 brigham young
university religious studies center report supervised by religion professor
paul R cheesman like hunter cheesman was interested in archaeological evidence for the book of mormon
ofmormon 135 his report recognized but underestimated the evidence of fraud unaware of facts known today cheesman
generally argued that the material was genuine and concluded that the artifacts be considered possibly authentic 136 according to the report one
linguist held that the characters show order 137 it may be that some order
can be found in some inscriptions but the report failed to adequately
address the basic linguistic problems raised by francis kelsey almost a century earlier the other substantial point in the report concerned a copper
knife blade from hunters collection A metallurgist observed that the blade
appeared to be made out of unsmelted native lake copper 138 As the method
behind this observation was not given in the report it probably did not
s tests ofmetal
match the rigor oftalmage
metai composition even if ifthere
there were
of metal
of
Talmage
a native lake copper blade within hunter s collection explanations for such
an anomaly have been given above

conclusion
in his general study of fraud curtis D macdougall discovered a cardi131
nal truth about hoaxes that is they survive a great deal of debunking 139
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there will probably always be some people who believe that some or all of
the scotford soper artifacts are authentic despite the extensive and competent physical historical and epigraphical investigations that have found
them fraudulent 140 see for example the scientific study in the accompanying article by richard B stamps tools leave marks material analysis
odthe
of the scotford soper savage michigan relics
ofthe
Mormoni sms encounter with the michigan relics conthe story of mormonisms
tains a model of investigative research as well as a cautionary tale james E
talmage was both open minded and careful throughout his investigation
he performed the necessary research and he followed the evidence his
judicious investigation of the michigan relics can serve as a model for
latter day saints interested in book of mormon and biblical archaeology

mark ashurst mcgee is a doctoral student in history at arizona state university
the author would like to thank jason izatt steve siporin T michael smith john W
welch and jed woodworth for help with this article
1 for a basic introduction to the mound builders see mound builders and cliff
dwellers alexandria va time life books 1992
992 6 77
2 robert silverberg mound builders of ancient america the archaeology of a
myth greenwich conn new york graphic society 1968
3 stephen williams fantastic archaeology the wild side ofnorth
of north american prehistory philadelphia university of pennsylvania press 1991
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allen
man and son 1910
iglo and david alien
16 23 calalternative viewpoints 1i march april 1994
ancient american the voice of
ancientamerican
ofalternative
199416
prehistoric specimens 14
endars etzenhouser engravings of
ofprehistoric
19 33 37 battles etzen1419
houser engravings of prehistoric specimens 15 22 34 the garden of eden deal
De
mystic symbol demystified
mystified ancient american 17 the flood etzenhouser engravings
18 22 25 30 32 36 the to
er of babel etzenhouser
ofprehistoric
tower
i618
of prehistoric specimens 6 16
engravings of prehistoric specimens 17 the life of christ deal
mystic symbol
demystified 30 the precise number of objects scotford created is not known
De
mystified
5 williams fantastic archaeology 71 76 most academic fields were professional
ized
iced during the progressive era
6 M E cornell A briefaccount
of pro historic relics
brief account of the wonderful discovery ofpre
offre
consisting of caskets tablets and altars with written records of the mound builders
v 6 francis W kelsey to the
battle creek mich by the author nd circa 18931
1893
editor of the nation january 16
1892 in archaeological forgeries at wyman michi161892
8 1892 71 see also james savage
gan new york nation january 281892
the prehistoric
finds of michigan records orthe
22 1911 28 29
of the american catholic historical society22
society
1892 71
16189271
7 francis W kelsey to the editor of the nation january 16
8 francis W kelsey some archaeological
ological forgeries from michigan american
Arche
archeological
anthropologist 10
lo january march 1908 58
pro
pre historic relics v
ofpre
of
9 cornell discovery offre
pre historic relics 7 see also the levi burkholder affidavit
10
of pro
lo cornell discovery ofpre
offre
pro historic relics 32
on cornell discovery ofpre
of pre
offre
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ii cornell also put forward some weak supportive evidence for authenticity he
found the ancient scripts on the material proof of antiquity cornell discovery ofpre
offre
historic relics 14 he took as evidence for authenticity that there were no patterns in
the material as in other mound builder pottery 14 15 that some figures which cornell considered idols compared to similar mound artifacts 26 27 and that a copper
dagger found in genesee county was finer than could be made with the technology of
his time 27 even if there was such a dagger there is no indication that this was scot11

ford material
Arche
archaeological
ological forgeries from michigan 49 53 william A denscot
12 kelsey archeological
ter keeps fake relic just As souvenir detroit news november 161907 p 5 cols 3 4
to the editor of the nation january 16161892
13 kelsey
1892 71 morris jastrow jr
odthe
of the nation january 19
1892 in archaeological forgeries at wyman
to the editor ofthe
191892
michigan new york nation jan 28
1892 71 72
28189271
1892 71 71 kelsey to the
14 jastrow to the editor of the nation january ig
191892
editor of the nation january 16
1892 71 72
161892
15 years later kelsey also claimed that one of the casket lids had been dried on a
ological forgeries from michigan 50
machine sawed board kelsey archaeological
archeological
Arche
16 kelsey to the editor of the nation january 16
1892 71
16189271
new york times decem17 silas bent bogus relics of past tempt collectors
ber 201925 p xx5 col 6
18 francis W kelsey A persistent forgery american antiquarian and oriental
journal 33 no 1i january february march 1911 26 kelsey archaeological
ological forgeries
Arche
archeological
from michigan 53 55
Arche
ological forgeries from michigan 53 56 58 later when asked
archeological
19 kelsey archaeological
to identify this william H scotford james 0 scotford declined to comment men
up may be in fake relic business detroit news november 201907 p 2 col 3
higher upmay
upbay
20 john campbell recently discovered relics of the american mound
builders proceedings and transactions of the royal society of canada ad2d ser 4 may
1898
189833 19

campbell recently discovered relics io
monhegan
10 11
ii the marks on the Monhegan
stone bear only a superficial resemblance to those on the scotford material moreover
the monhegan
Mon hegan stone does not actually contain inscriptions its surface is covered with
bedding and cleavage resulting from naturally occurring cracks and weathering of the
stone this information was supplied to the author by maine archaeologist bruce
language in the grooves ofthe
odthe
of the monhegan
borque the misperception of oflanguage
Mon hegan stone does not
stand as an isolated incident of fantastic archaeology there have been a number of
misinterpreted cracks in rocks williams fantastic archaeology 12
salt lake city ID 49d6 HD
22 james 0 scotford in ancestral file ver 4.19
419
419
ological forgeries from michigan 53 59 francis W kelsey to
Arche
archeological
23 kelsey archaeological
the editor of the nation may 31 1910 in correspondence A persistent forgery
new york nation june 16
agio
igio 603 4
161910603
Arche
ological forgeries from michigan 58 supporter john A rusarcheological
24 kelsey archaeological
sell gave the locations of most of
Scot fords digs john A russell prehistoric discoveries
ofscotfords
scotfords
in wayne county michigan detroit shelby printing 1911 6 7
25 bent bogus relics p xx5 col 7
26 john cumming
bugs of the first water the soper frauds michigan
gumming humburgs
humbugs
Hum
history 63 march april 1979 34
36
0436
3436
daniel E soper may have been a distant cousin of parley P pratts wife phoebe E
soper daniel E sope
soper bom
as the son of
born in genesee michigan in 1873 was
21
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theodore soper and a woman called ann or anna in 1868 a theodore W soper married a woman named mary ann henning in genesee michigan theodore W soper
was born in new york state in 1848 to william soper and a woman named amelia
around 1847 a william soper married an amelia weeks in new york state this
william soper was born in 1807 in hempstead on long island phoebe soper pratt was
Bor nlay both of hempstead this informathe daughter of samuel soper and hannah bornlay
tion comes from international genealogical index and the ancestral file
27 soper was accused of extravagance with state funds official carelessness and
demanding kickbacks for an appointment to public office soper in disgrace new
york times december 18
1891 p 8 col 2 charges against soper new york times
181891
january 1i 1892 p 2 col 6
from michigan the soper frauds
28 A
ibert L spooner cuneiform tablets fro
lbert
albert
cranbrook institute ofscience
of science news letter 25 october 1955 18
29 in his general study of hoaxes curtis D macdougall writes although it is
customary for the originator of a hoax to make certain that it is related or published at
the proper time and place not infrequently it is someone else who is most responsible
hoaxess new york macmillan
for its becoming widespread curtis D macdougall ho

hos

1941283
1941 283
30

col

daniel

E

soper in a fake relic business detroit newss november 141907 p

2

3

soper in a fake relic business p i cols 7 8 p 2 cols 1 4 soper plans
extensive relic hunt as soon as frost leaves the ground detroitjournal
detroit journal march 23
1911 in soper and savage artifact collection milton R hunter collection church
archives the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city albert L
spooner stated that he owned a letter in which soper stated that he never sold traded
or gave away a single piece but 1I also have letters in which he offered hundreds of pieces
for sale A L spooner the soper frauds in possession of the author 5 spooner
wrote this before march 23 1977
977 the date on the cover letter he sent to dr paul R
cheesman albert L spooner to dr paul R cheesman march 231977 in possession
of the author
ge detroit news november 15
32 relics branded fakes unloaded on dean Ssavage
detroit journal march 251911 in soper and sav1907 1i others have found relics detroitjournal
age artifact collection
one from scotford and
33 savage would later make two more large purchases
humburgs
cumming humbugs
one from a relative of scotford s by marriage gumming
Hum bugs of the first
water 36 letters from savage to soper show savage was not a coconspirator soper
and savage artifact collection
34 in hoc signo means under this sign this is a reference to the emperor conantine s dream in which constantine was shown a cross and told that he would constantine
st
quer under this sign
35 relics branded fakes unloaded p 2 col i to prove genuine their prehistoric finds here detroit free press february 12
1911 clipping in soper and savage
121911
artifact collection daniel soper finds prehistoric tablet ten miles from city
detroit journal march 221911 2 in soper and savage artifact collection prehistoric
relics found here branded by starr as fakes detroit news july 281911 2
36 soper in a fake relic business p 1i col 7
37 soper in a fake relic business p 1i cols 7 8 p 2 cols 1 4 relics branded
cols 1 2 keeps fake relic p 5 cols 3 4 men
fakes unloaded p i col 8 p 2 COIS
31

higher up
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dan soper Is digging again detroit journal september 991909
1909 clipping in

soper and savage artifact collection
39 savage prehistoric finds 31
40 others have found relics
houser included a
etzenhouser
41 etzenhouser engravings of prehistoric specimens Euen
Monhegan
reproduction of john campbells comparison of scotford characters and monhegan
stone characters he mistakenly labeled the entire plate the monhegan
Mon hegan stone
discovered
red relics page 11
in 1856 campbell recently disco
found
ii plate 3 reproduced in Euen
etzenhouser
houser engravings ofprehistoric
of prehistoric specimens 2 this made it appear that
both the monhegan
Mon hegan characters and the scotford characters appeared on the stone
that had been discovered in maine a half century earlier
of prehistoric specimens 4
42 etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoric
43 james E talmage the deseret museum deseret museum bulletin new ser
august 16
1911 23 for a biographical sketch of talmage see becky white workman
161911
james edward talmage in utah history encyclopedia ed allan kent powell salt
lake city university of utah press 1994
994 544
44 james E talmage journal may i 1909 james edward talmage collection
L tom perry special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah
deseret museum bulletin new ser
45 james E talmage the michigan relics
era 14 october
september 161911 3 4 this article was reprinted in the improvementera
improvement eta
19111
1911 1048 73 talmage journal may 22 and october 13
1909
131909
46 james E talmage to daniel E soper september 881909
1909 in soper and savage
artifact collection
balmages
mages interest on the historicity
talmages
19og on Tal
47 talmage to soper september 881909
mormon see james E talmage the book ofmormon
odthe
the book of ofmormon
its
of
ofthe
of mormon an account of
offis
offts
origin with evidences oflus
of its genuineness and authenticity salt lake city deseret news
oflts
press
press189912i63132
189912 163132
48 quoted in daniel E soper to james E talmage april 1i 1910
iglo soper and savage
artifact collection
49 talmage journal october 131909
gog
50 talmage michigan relics 335y talmage journal november 991909
michigan relics 3
51 talmage
52 talmage journal november 141909
8 155 talmage journal november 15 18
michigan relics 85
181909
1909
53 talmage
lilus 5 and 9 illus 6
54 talmage michigan relics 7 illus
michigan relics 6 8 james E talmage archaeological finds
55 talmage
declared spurious deseret evening news august 551911
2 p 11
19111 pt 21
michigan relics 8 talmage finds declared spurious 11
56 talmage
15 talmage journal november 20 271909
57 talmage michigan relics
agog relics found here branded p 2
58 talmage journal november 28 30
igog
301909

i

col 2

talmage michigan relics 15 talmage journal december 1i io
1909
101909
60 talmage journal december 11 141909
61 soper wrote to talmage on february 10
lo 1910 james E talmage to daniel E
101910
soper february 26
iglo in soper and savage artifact collection this letter is incom261910
1910
plete and cuts off in the middle of the above quotation A typescript of the contents
59

however can be found elsewhere in the collection
62 soper to talmage april 1i 1910
iglo
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statement james E talmage fall 1910
iglo relayed in relics found here
branded p 2 col 3 daniel E soper to the father of ofalbert
albert L spooner no date circa
m spooner cuneiform tablets from
january 14 1919 the date received quoted in
michigan ig
19
64 talmage journal june 881910
agio
igio
65 talmage journal august 30 october 21
19w
211910
66 james E talmage to president joseph F smith and counselors february 8
amond H
191
igl
igi 4 soper and savage artifact collection see also james E talmage to Aarmond
rmond
griffith december 16
1910 and james E talmage to herbert E sargent january 21
161910
1911 both in soper and savage artifact collection
67 rudolph etzenhouser to daniel E soper march 29
1910 in soper and sav291910
age artifact collection to prove genuine hoaxes often find themselves an unwitpopu lanzer macdougall hoaxes 283 84
ting popularizer
Arche
ology
68 J 0 Km
naman michigan the storm center of american archaeology
kinnaman
archeology
american antiquarian and oriental journal 33 no 1i january february march 1911
1229
Arche
ology 12 kelsey persistent
archeology
naman storm center of american archaeology
kinnaman
69 Km
forgery 26 29
70 savage prehistoric finds 21 26 combining the battle scenes and the fact
that indigenous michigan christians did not presently exist savage reasoned that they
had been destroyed in battle he compared this theory to an alleged indian legend
about killing a white race in the distant past 27 28 savage also asserted that the scenes
from the new relics paralleled known ancient customs 36
71 savage prehistoric finds 33 in another dig a stone pipe was found encircled
of the root had to be cut to remove the pipe spooner cuneiform
by a root both sides odthe
ofthe
tablets from michigan 20 similarly several mounds were overgrown with plants
see for example russell discoveries in wayne county 8 affidavit quoted in historical
background of the soper scotford collection of inscriptions and drawings comp
leonard D carter in cooperation with paul R cheesman from the files and papers of
milton R hunter provo utah center for religious studies brigham young univer63

sity 1977 22
72 savage

prehistoric finds 37 38
hoaxes
73 macdougall ho
hoeses 283
74 see map on page 212 of richard B stamps tools leave marks material
analysis of the scotford soper savage michigan relics in this issue of BYU studies
see also cumming humbugs
humburgs
Humbugs of the first water 36 37 dorothy L hayden execuArcheological research holds that plates of
archeological
tive director of the american institute of archaeological
the michigan relic type were found in ohio and canada dorothy L hayden intro
on site 3 spring 1992 i similarly
duction to deal mystic symbol De mystified
wayne may holds that michigan relics of the scotford type were found throughout
the state between 1848 and 1920 wayne may christ in north america
america7
americal7 ancient
alternative viewpoints 4 no 26 january february 1999 6
american the voice of
ofalternative
claims such as these are never documented
sopers financial schemes and scotfords
Scot fords former occupations are discussed in
75 copers
odthe
humburgs
of the first water 34 36
Hum bugs ofthe
cumming humbugs
364142
4142 see also mrs robson under a
hypnotic spell say scotford boys detroit news september 71911 p 1i col 5 p 2 col 6
76 soper plans extensive relic hunt
wilham C mills to daniel E soper november 991910
iglo in soper and savage
1910
77 william
artifact collection
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believers in soper swear he found relics in highland park detroitfournal
detroit journal
cols 4 6 prehistoric white race preceded the amerijune 16
161911
1911 last edition p 21 COIS
can indian kinnaman discoveries in michigan overthrow science chicago examiner july 23
ign clipping in soper and savage artifact collection
231911
79 the display placards can be found in soper and savage artifact collection
80 prehistoric white race preceded the american indian
81 on starrs investigation see detroit relics interest starr detroit news july 24
say no more detroitnews
detroit news july 27
1911 starr finds soper relics interesting will sayno
1911
271911
professor starr Is skeptical about proof of an ancient caucasian people in michigan
chicago examiner july 28
281911
igil relics found here branded p 2 col 3 prof starr
Scot fords
doubts relics are genuine detroit journal july 28 1911
igli last edition i scotfords
ign
alone find relics says starr chicago sunday examiner july 30
1911
igil
igli pt 1i 10 scot
301911
fords have fine relic scent detroit news july 31
igil clippings in soper and savage
311911
artifact collection see also professor starr and the soper relics detroitjournal
detroit journal july 29
1911
191144 on starrs suspicion of sleight of hand placement see prof kinnaman taken
in by soper relics he admits detroit news august 221911
1911
igli 1i clipping in soper and
savage artifact collection on scotfords
Scot fords skill see robson under a hypnotic spell
mrs may robson lays bare fake relic industry adds final word in
1 2 see also
fake relic expose detroit news september 661911
igei
igii gillman himself expressed grave
of soper relics by henry gillman
suspicions in cardiff giant brought into discussion ofsoper
scientist detroit news july 29
1911 clipping in soper and savage artifact collection
291911
78

kinnaman taken in i
coi 1i
83 A remarkable find deseret evening news august 331911
1911
igli pt 11i p 4 col
coi 1 2
the other side of the story deseret evening news august 41
1911 pt 11
i p 4 col
41911
84 talmage finds declared spurious 11
ii
michigan relics 2 27
85 talmage
86 talmage
michigan relics 22
87 the reasons are numbered and are found in talmage michigan relics 22 26
88 see also talmage
michigan relics 2 6 and 20 illus 4 talmage noted that
the copper tablets had been impressed with dies 22 perhaps this explains the noisy
Scot fords involved sons complained of lays bare fake
hammering that neighbors of
ofscotfords
scotfords
relic industry p 2 col 7
michigan relics 178
odthe
of the
89 see also talmage
17 188 herbert E sargent director ofthe
kent scientific museum in grand rapids michigan also noticed the thin even corrosion on the scotford soper artifacts as opposed to the uneven corrosion on genuine
relics furthermore he examined one piece of the scotford variety upon which a common housefly became stuck and left its outline in the oxidized layer this would hardly
have occurred in the earth noted sargent he concluded A close inspection of this
specimen microscopic and otherwise thoroughly convinced me that it was the work of
a comparatively unskilled artisan with a sixty fourth inch machine made file
herbert E sargent to james E talmage january 171911 soper and savage artifact
collection H E sargent notes on a notched point submitted by daniel E soper
igil soper and savage
nd attached to lena E baker to james E talmage july io
101911
artifact collection
go
american ethnology to james E
90 see also smithsonian institution bureau of ofamerican
talmage may 24
1910 soper and savage artifact collection
241910
native michigan copper is characterized by flecks of silver E J pranke a chemist
at ohio state university analyzed one of the copper michigan relics and concluded
the degree of hardness and the absence of silver give to arizona the preference as its
82
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of a copper relic june 719103
probable source E J pranke analysis ofa
7 1910 3 soper and savage artifact collection the determination of arizona as the source of this copper is parcopers
sopers
ticul arly interesting in light of
ticularly
ofsopers former residence in that state soper wass exposed for
planting in arizona genuine ancient artifacts he had discovered in michigan perhaps
using a similar ruse he later planted an authentic arizona piece in michigan
91 this point has been made by several others see for example morris jastrow jr
to the editor of the nation january 9 1892 in archaeological forgeries at
wyman 71 kelsey archeological
Arche ological forgeries from michigan 48 60 miriam brooks
archaeological
News august 12
eveningnews
open letter to dr james E talmage august 881911
1911
igli
igil in deseret Evening
michigan relics 28 30 since not all ancient artists were
1911 quoted in talmage
careful this argument is a less important one
in a similar vein talmage claimed to have detected anachronisms in a tablets pictures such as the allegedly modern nature of a soldiers costume talmage michigan
relics 20 illustration 4 on page 6 illustration 17 on page 24 some of the tablets were
decal ogues they anachronistically mimic the traditional
clearly intended to represent decalogues
though not ancient conception that the ten commandments were written on stones
shaped like traditional english christian gravestones cornell discovery ofpre
offre historic
relics figure between pages 10
of prehistoric specimens 8
io and 11
ii etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoric
bugs of the first water 36
humbugs
Hum
cumming humburgs
Kel seys linguistic criticism
92 here talmage repeated francis W kelseys
michigan relics 5 finds declared spurious 1i in a historical
93 talmage
analysis of the soper frauds john cumming charged soper and scotford with fraud
bugs of the first
Hum
and exonerated savage and etzenhouser as victims cumming humburgs
humbugs

water

42 43

soper relics are again denounced as patent frauds detroit news
soper relics marked
august io
1911 clipping in soper and savage artifact collection
101911
modern saw and file says talmage detroit journal august 10
by modem
1911
igli last edition
lo
101911
detroit journal august 11
another skeptic on the soper relics detroitlournal
1911 last edition gives
111911
relics acid test new york times august 141911 clipping in soper and savage artifact
94

collection
95 williams fantastic archaeology 185
96 james savage to the editor of the detroit free press november 1i 1911 in
flow of twaddle begs question detroit free press clipping in scrapbook 13 frederick
starr papers department of special collections joseph regenstein library university
of chicago
97 savage to the editor see also savage prehistoric finds 37 for example
see the affidavits in etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoric
of prehistoric specimens 2 see also prenaut in michigan washington post
historic tablet of great value found by dr Hyver
hyvernaut
september 181916
98 for example james strang slant planted a set of inscribed metal plates roger
strong
van noord king of beaver island the life and assassination of james jessee strang
urbana university of illinois press 1988 34 37
56 57
0756
3756
99 the albert L spooner collection includes a copper piece that appears to be an
old artifact that has been reworked into the shape of a butter knife another copper
of items
item appears to be an awl that was hammered into a spoon shape descriptions ofitems
lo in archaeological collections bureau of history catalog
a891 9 through algi io
a89i
spooner donation in possession of the author this would not be the first case of
manufacture by reshaping scotford apparently reshaped some pennies when francis W

i
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kelsey observed the material he noticed a few coins of copper beaten out thin and
of two coins which have been examadorned with various alphabetic signs the weight oftwo
ined is suspiciously near that of our one cent pieces kelsey to the editor of the
1892 71 criticisms regarding file and saw marks prompted scotnation january 16
161892
Kel seys criticism of the unbaked clay
ford to produce allegedly ancient files and saws kelseys
of the first phase tablets prompted scotford to make baked clay and then slate tablets
Tal mages criticisms of the metal composition could have spurred scotford
similarly talmages
balmages
to solve this problem by reshaping authentic native american copper into his type of
artifact there are other examples in the history of ofamerican
american archaeology when authentic items have been reshaped and anachronized as part of a hoax see williams fantastic archaeology 120
100 savage to the editor talmage made the same point in james E talmage
finds declared spurious 11i quoted in carter historical background of the soper
26
2126
scotford collection 31 on the discovery of saws see savage prehistoric finds 21
101
lol talmage michigan relics 2 25
loi
michigan relics 26
102 talmage
archaeological
Arche ological forgeries from michigan 59 francis W kelsey to
103 kelsey archeological
the editor of the nation may 31 1910 in A persistent forgery new york nation
june 16 1910 603 4 kelsey persistent forgery 29 see also starr and the soper
relics p 4 col 1i
104 some protestant ministers also took the bait see men higher up p 2 col 3
in his general study of hoaxes curtis D macdougall found that hoaxes often take
advantage of ofreligious
religious predispositions macdougall hoaxes 95102146
105 scotford had produced battle tablets like the ones which interested etzenhouser and talmage before his contact with either of them the parallels to the book of
mormon on such depictions derive from the mound builder myth rather than the
ofmormon itself european americans who could not attribute the construction
book of mormon
of the more impressive mounds to the indians whom they perceived as lazy and savage reasoned that the mounds must have been built by a civilized but now vanished
people these mythical mound builders were conceived of as agriculturist and industrious they were commonly believed to have been refugees from babel or the lost ten
tribes to explain their disappearance many reasoned that the indians had warred
against and annihilated them this myth was crumbling at the turn of the century silarchaeology
ology 23 24
archeology
verberg mound builders of ancient america williams fantastic Arche
lgb 75 dan vogel argues that the book of mormon incorporated the mound
43 76 168
builder myth dan vogel indian origins and the book ofmoron
of mormon
Moron religious solutions
pro
grom
from columbus to joseph smith salt lake city signature books 1986 for a latter day
fro
Christen sens review in review ofbooks
saint response see kevin christensens
of morof books on the book ofmor
odmor
mon 2 1990 214 57
utilization ofthis
orthis
of this myth abounds in the michigan relics literature for example see
prehistoric
historic relics 8899 10
ofpre
cornell discovery offre
of pre
io 22 25 28 russell discoveries in wayne
county 16 17 bent bogus relics p xx5 col 8 dan soper Is digging again
detroit journal september 991909
1909 last edition 2 chattanoogan s wonderful collection of ofancient
ancient relics the chattanooga news late mail edition march 1i 1916 p 8
log
106 soper plans extensive relic hunt 1i
michigan relics 19 22 illus 14
107 talmage
108 talmage
michigan relics 19 20
log talmage journal quoted in talmage michigan relics 12
109
no
lio these representations followed the traditional conception of the stone
llo
ilo
tablets the english christian gravestone shape they were divided into ten panels
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with five on each tablet and script inside of each panel in figure 3 of etzenhouser
serles of from one to ten dots that mark
engravings ofprehistoric
of prehistoric specimens 8 there is a series
each panel savage held this decalogue tablet as his priz
Den
scotter
denscotter
prizee possession benscotter
relics branded fakes unloaded p i col 8 p 2 col i talmage noted that this tablet
was one of the most carefully inscribed artifacts talmage
michigan relics 18
prehistoric
historic relics figure
for another decalogue tablet see cornell discovery of pre
between pages 10
lo and 11
111
iii
ili stanley B kimball the anthon transcript people primary sources and
ni
problems BYU studies 10
lo spring 1970 325 52 especially 349 50
112 for a photograph of these characters see danel W bachman
anthon transcript in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york
macmillan 1992144
1992 i 44
113 they appear on seven of the twelve sides of the six kinderhook plates for fac
jesus
similes of the kinderhook plates see joseph smith jr history of the church of
oflesus
ad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret
day saints ed B H roberts 2d
christ of
iatter say
latter
oflatter
book 1980 5374
5 374 76
114 it would be a simple error for a non mormon to confuse the kinderhook
plates and Cumo
cumorahs
rahs plates the mistake has been made on other occasions when
wilford poulson found the one extant kinderhook plate at the chicago historical society it was on display as one of the golden plates of the book of mormon kinderhook
plate statements of F C A richardson and M wilford poulson fifteenth item in
the folder entitled kinderhook plate items in the mormon collection archives
and manuscripts department chicago historical society chicago copied from the
museum file corresponding to accession number 1920487
1920 487 decorative and industrial
arts department chicago historical society in 1913 the st louis times ran a story
about the kinderhook plates entitled book of mormon plates planted by illinois
man september 23 1913 1i the warsaw signars
signafs 1844 article about the kinderhook
plates is entitled new book of mormon may 22 1844 in 1888 the chicago inter
ocean ran an article entitled second book of mormon morning edition january 31
1888 1i mormon publications borrowed a news story and its title from the quincy
whig singular discovery material for another mormon book quincy whig
may 3 1843 singular discovery material for another mormon book nauvoo
neighbor may 10
1843 p 2 col 3 ancient records times and seasons 4 may 1i
lo
101843
the brass plates recently taken from a
1843 186 87 A briefaccount
of the discovery of
brief account orthe
orthe
mound near kinderhook pike county illinois broadside printed in nauvoo illinois
photocopy in perry special collections
115 for more information about the kinderhook plates see stanley B kimball
kinderhook plates brought to joseph smith appear to be a nineteenth century

hoax ensign 11 august 1981
116
ilg

66 74

m question
for a photograph of the piece in

michigan relics 5
illus 3 actually the kinderhook plates are significantly smaller but their si2e
sibe
size was not
known until 1929 when an extant plate was found see previous note prior to this time
tune
they were always described with the dimensions given in the newspapers at the time of
their discovery four inches in length one inch and three quarters wide at the top
singular discovery material for another mormon book quincy whig may 1i 1843
p 187 ancient records 185 86 these are the dimensions given in rudolph etzenhouser s works see note 118 below the article talmage unearthed measures 438s by i178
both have a perforation in the middle of the very top both have somewhat rounded
edges at the top both have inscriptions on front and back
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it is more likely that etzenhouser was the intended dupe talmage who had
only contacted soper a few months previously felt that the mounds he opened in 1909
had not been disturbed for years talmage journal quoted in talmage michigan
relics 11
ii etzenhouser became involved as early as 1907 he wrote that he became
involved after james savage had etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoric
of prehistoric specimens 55.
118 rudolph etzenhouser the book unsealed an exposition of ofprophecy
prophecy and
american antiquities independence mo ensign print 1892 42 43 rudolph etzenhouser from palmyra new york 1830 to independence missouri 1894 independence
mo ensign publishing house 1894 88 89 rudolph etzenhouser the
morbook odmor
chebook
thebook
of
ofmor
mon and its translator archaeological and historical evidences independence mo
ensign publishing house 1899 6 7
compare also the kinderhook plates with the artifact soper is holding in the
photograph in the introduction to etzenhouser
etzenhouserss book etzenhouser engravings ofpre
of preoffre
historic specimens 3 this piece looks similar to the kinderhook plates and appears to
be a slim metal plate etzenhouser may have opened his book with this photograph
because of the similarity the book was published after talmages
Tal
balmages
mages visit the plate in
soper s hand may be another instance of improvement in manufacture
in a truly bizarre news story regarding the soper frauds and the kinderhook
mormons for proplates the quincy herald whigpublished
whig published an article implicating the cormons
ducing both brass tablets found near kinderhook believed planted in grave by mor
mons efforts made to substantiate claims to antiquity of religion
quincy
herald whig april 14
ig james savage wrote that a catholic periodical had
9919
1929 gig
141929
blamed the Strang
ites for planting the stuff savage to soper november 20
strangites
1919 soper
201919
and savage artifact collection at the other end of the uncritical spectrum stephen B
shaffer a latter day saint author mistakenly pointed to both frauds to show the
reader the close relationship between the adamic language nephite language jaredine
jaredite
edite
Jar
language and several other ancient languages of people that populated the north and
jaredites
ites and after the Nep
south american continent before the Jared
hites but before
nephites
columbus stephen B shaffer treasures of the ancients springville
Spring ville utah cedar
117

fort

xv xvi
coi 7
119
ilg lays bare fake relic industry p 1i cols 3 4 p 2 col
120 robson under a hypnotic spell p 1i col 5 p 2 col 6
121 james savage to daniel E soper november 31914 in soper and savage artifact collection
122 james savage to daniel E soper january 19
1916 in soper and savage artif191916
acts collection in the years following the discrediting of the scotford soper artifacts
those with an interest in the material usually contacted university of michigan professor francis kelsey the first and best known detractor who would direct them to tal
mary
ary pellen december 201914 typescript copy
mages bulletin francis W kelsey to M
by M pellen soper and savage artifact collection
123 for an example of the hoax continuing after 1911 see still finding soper
relics detroit journal august 26
1911 last edition p 18 col 6 see also letters from
261911
savage to soper in soper and savage artifact collection savage refers to the cause in
more than one of these letters
college given mound curios
unknown newspaper october 13 1921
124
clipping in soper and savage artifact collection the materials were offered to the
anthropology department of the university of michigan the department did not
accept them feeling they were not worthy of storage space henriette mertz report
odthe
the author
of
regarding savage collection 1i in possession ofthe
1996
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epigraphic society occasional publications 17

287 318

1988

humburgs
Hum bugs of the first water 39 40 williams fantastic archaeolcumming humbugs
ogy 176 86 macdougall ho
hoaxes
hoeses 81 82
es
humburgs
humbugs
hoaxes
Humbugs of the first water 42 see also macdougall hoa
127 cumming
81 albert L spooner excavated mounds with his father and soper as a young boy later
in life he researched the scotford soper materials and was generally considered an
expert on the material in an unpublished manuscript he concurs with cumming to
my knowledge nobody has claimed to have found any in the last 50 years A L spooner
the soper frauds manuscript in possession of author 5 see also spooner cuneiform tablets from michigan 15
128 see for example milton R hunter archaeology and the book ofmormon
of mormon salt
lake city deseret book 1956
sav129 on hunters acquisition of the savage collection see milton R hunter S
age and soper collections ancient american tablets testify 41 44 soper and savage
artifact collection on hunter s acquisition of the soper collection see the letters
between hunter and ellis clarke soper in soper and savage artifact collection
balmages
talmages
mages relevant papers are now
130.1
13011I make this inference based on the fact that Tal
looi
130
in the hunter collection hunter apparently removed them from the talmage collection
131 milton R hunter to ellis clarke soper january 201965 copy in possession of
the author
realys soper and savage artifact collection
132 letters to translators and replys
133 hunter ancient american tablets testify 33 40
134 hunter deed of gift january 8 1974 soper and savage artifact collecof latter day saints
odthe
tion corporation ofthe
of the president ofthe
of the church offesus
of jesus christ oflatter
odthe
agreement january 881974
1974 soper and savage artifact collection the soper and
savage collections together with authentic artifacts hunter owned are now classiological collection they are currently in a storArche
fied as the milton R hunter archaeological
archeological
age room of the museum of church history and art salt lake city as are the
talmage artifacts
135 carter historical background of the soper scotford collection like hunter
ofmormon archeology
arche ology
archaeology
cheesman authored books about book of mormon
136 the report argued well that the conditions of the mounds appeared undisturbed but this point had been made before carter historical background orthe
of the soper
Tal
balmages
mages second point the report stated
scotford collection 155 22 25 32 criticizing talmages
that since talmage s day shallow graves had been authenticated carter historical
background odthe
of the soper scotford collection 31 but talmage never questioned the exisofthe
tence of shallow graves rather he questioned the absence of exposed scotford material to refute talmage the report also pointed out that saws and files had been
discovered that there were independent discoveries that soper was honest 22 and
that several articles were found by several people over a wide space 19 these arguments have been addressed above
of the soper scotford collection 27 32
137 carter historical background orthe
138 the blades copper contained flecks of silver as does raw native lake copper
carter historical background odthe
of the soper scotford collection 28
33
ofthe
2803
2833
log
139
39 macdougall hoaxes 286
amatuer archaeologists believe the scotford artifacts are authentic see
140 some amaguer
henriette mertz the mystic symbol mark of the michigan mound builders gaithers
126

138
133
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burg md global books 1986 and articles on the michigan relics in ancient american magazine
henriette mertz and others have mistaken the so called newberry stone and its
accompanying figurines for scotford articles the inscribed stone discovered in 1896 in
spatio temporal context of the
michigans upper peninsula does not fit within the spatiotemporal
scotford scheme scotford worked in the states main land mass except for the first
Scot fords work took place after 1896 the
phase of the hoax which was very localized scotfords
newberry tablet bears only a superficial resemblance to the scotford soper artifacts
Scot fords known producfigurines of the newberry type are without parallel among scotfords
rs
tions for a brief introduction to the newberry items see betty sodders mcgruers
McGrue
gods and the newberry stone the ancient american i march april 1994 24 26
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